WATERFOWL HUNTING WITH DIRTY RICE OUTFITTERS AND THEIR PAIR OF ARGO
750 HDI
A top notch duck and goose hunting outfitter located in the boot heel of Southeast Missouri, Dirty Rice
Outfitters run their pair of ARGO 750 HDi’s in over 10,000 acres of flooded rice, soybean and corn fields.
Every year, more than 3,000 waterfowl hunters get to experience first-hand what duck hunting is like in
the world’s number one selling amphibious UTV.
The amphibious ARGO switches from cross country to swimming without skipping a beat with its eight
webbed tires working as linear propellers in water, and if need be, waterfowl hunters can simply attach
an outboard with an added bracket for extra propulsion across larger lakes. The fully sealed body keeps
water out so Dirty Rice Outfitters’ guests can get to their blinds in comfort and keep their powder dry all
day long.

Parker Watkins, Guide, Dirty Rice Outfitters, comments, “From the opening of duck hunting season on
Thanksgiving Day in November straight through to the middle of February when we’re out looking for
snow goose, the guys and I rely on the ARGOs day in and day out. They are the only vehicle we use and
during the season, we run them ragged, taking guests in and out to blinds and piling absolutely
everything in that we need for a day out in the fields.”

“THE COMPETITION DOESN’T COME CLOSE”
Watkins continues, “Our guests are always really impressed by the ARGOs. What the competition has to
offer just doesn’t come close. Rhinos are useless for the type of terrain we go through and we actually
used to have a couple of Polaris Rangers but we ended up with so many problems with them getting
stuck in the muck. Since we switched to our ARGOs three years ago we haven’t looked back and they’ve
really worked out well for our outfitting business.”
With highly ranked guides, suitable rates, home cooked meals in their new 6,000 sq. ft. lodge and world
famous southern hospitality Dirty Rice Outfitters offer proven successful hunts with their two ARGO 750
HDi’s and memories that will last a lifetime.
For more information on Dirty Rice Outfitters and to book, please visit www.duckhuntmissouri.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/DirtyRiceOutfitters

